Proprietary Back Doors and Privacy Abuses
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- Cybersecurity seen as rising risk for airlines after 9/11 [1]

  However the embrace of digital technology has created new opportunities for trouble, with crackers able to penetrate systems through suppliers' software, online services or WiFi offered to passengers.

- Smart Glasses Could Be Big for Facebook, Just Not Anytime Soon [2]

  Ray-Ban Stories start at $299 and allow users to listen to music/take phone calls in addition to capturing photo/video. The glasses do not offer AR capabilities.

- [Crackers] access personal data of 79,400 customers of Singaporean communications services provider [3]

  The "unauthorised data access" incident was uncovered on August 29 and the relevant authorities had been informed of the breach, MyRepublic, the company, which operates in the Asia-Pacific region with operations in Singapore, Australia and New Zealand, said in a statement.
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